Chemical applications of discrete mathematics and graph theory are briefly reviewed, including philosophical implications. Using the concept of dualist (inner graph-theoretical duals) it was possible to classify (cata-peri-corona classes) and enumerate benzenoid and diamondoid hydrocarbons. By associating numbers with molecular graphs, one can use these numbers (topological indices) for correlations with properties of chemical compounds − an early, simple, and rapid approach to drug design. The two types of atoms (metals and non-metals), are connected by three types pf chemical bonds (ionic, metallic, and covalent) that lead to four types pf lattices (ionic, metallic, atomic and molecular), allowing quick "2-3-4 grasp" of chemistry. The Periodic System of Elements, which is the cornerstone of chemistry and atomic physics, is in danger of being presented wrongly, devoid of the symmetry based on electronic s, p, d, and f shells; several possibilities for showing correctly these shells are discussed. 
Immanuel Kant, Auguste Comte, and other philosophers had a low opinion of chemistry because it did not use mathematics. However, Silvester and Cayley were inspired by chemistry which became a third origin of graph theory, along with Euler's topology and Kirchhoff's nets. In turn, graph theory provided a very useful tool for chemical applications because chemistry operates not only with continuous functions (see Dewar's semiempirical approach, Pople's ab initio and Kohn's density functional theory), but also with discrete structures. Polya's theorems provided an elegant solution to finding all isomers for a given molecular formula, and allowing the application of the Sherlock Holmes Principle: [1] : "after you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, no matter how improbable, must contain the truth."
Chemists are nowadays familiar with molecular graphs, in which vertices (points) symbolize atoms (usually omitting hydrogens) and edges (lines) symbolize covalent bonds (single, double, or triple). They also make use of the Chemical Abstracts Database containing about 10 8 structures in order to obtain information about any existing or virtual structure via SciFinder.
An early paper with Frank Harary drew attention to the fact that for structural information, the characteristic polynomial of the hydrogen-depleted graph is insufficient [2] .
In the first book about graph theory in chemistry [3] and about annulene valence isomers [4] , as well many papers in the series "Chemical Graphs" Parts 1 to 53 [5] These and other TIs are described in a book [9] .
Probably the first attempt to compare the energies of alternatives to the graphite and diamond lattices was a publication in 1968 [10] . Benzene (CH) 6 is the hydrocarbon corresponding to the unit cell in graphite and graphene, and adamantane (CH) 4 (CH) 6 to the unit cell of the diamond lattice. For brevity, benzenoid hydrocarbons and diamondoid hydrocarbons will henceforth be named benzenoids and diamondoids, respectively. The dual of the sp 2 -hybridized graphene is the triangulated lattice, whereas the diamond lattice is self-dual. Dualists are not proper graphs because their bond lengths and bond angles do matter, unlike actual graphs. Together with Harary [11] we used the idea of dualist graphs for encoding information on benzenoids: dualists consist in vertices placed in the cen- by attaching pieces of graphite and diamond [17] , or exploring nanocones [18] .
Dualists also allow a systematical approach to diamondoids.
In this case no analogy to helicenes is possible because there is no fourth dimension in our real world. Paul Schleyer had found a simple way to synthesize the lower dimondoids sharing carbon hexagons that have only one isomer (adamantane, diamantane, and triamantane) by lewis-acid-catalyzed isomerization of isomeric hydrocarbons with the same partition.
Owing to their lowest steric strain, diamondoids are the most stable among isomers with the same partition. I contacted Paul
Schleyer and we published a systematic approach to diamondoids based on dualists, using the digits 1 to 4 for indicating the four tetrahedral directions around dualist vertices [19] . Similarly, to benzenoids, we can have catamantanes, perimantanes and coronamantanes, but catamantanes can be regular (molecular formula C 4k+6 H 4k+10 ) and irregular if they have lower numbers of hydrogens. For catamantanes the simple dualist-based code has now been generally accepted, and is being used since the discovery of a natural source of diamonoids in petroleum.
Based on dualists, correlations were found between structure and retention times for gas-liquid chromatography and highperformance liquid chromatography [20] . In another collaboration with Douglas J. Klein and his co-workers, we studied theoretically the total energies and the strain energies of acyclic and cyclic aggregates of diamantane units that share a carbon atom, a C-C bond, or a chair-shaped hexagon of carbon atoms [21] . nets: in the former ones we find molecules (including monatomic noble gas "molecules"), whereas in atomic nets we have tightly-bonded atoms such as carbon in diamond, or silicon and oxygen in quartz.
This simplified version of chemistry is incomplete and better fit for high school, while later for students in universities one can learn subtler details, without the need to "unlearn" false information. In order to avoid wrong guesses, one should replace the expressions "hydrogen or halogen bonds" by "hydrogen or halogen bridges"; hydrogen bridges are strongest intermolecular forces, but they are much weaker than the three chemical bonds [22] .
